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ChemAttitudes research questions

How should hands-on activities, events, and trainings be 
designed to increase visitors’ positive attitudes about interest in, 
relevance of, and self-efficacy around chemistry?

• How does content, program format, and facilitation 
techniques for individual hands-on activities impact visitor 
attitudes about chemistry?

• How does the mix of content and program format within 
groups of hands-on activities impact visitor attitudes about 
chemistry?

• How do trainings for facilitation of hands-on activities impact 
visitor attitudes about chemistry?



Creation of the theoretical framework
NISE Net guides

Nanoscale science informal learning experiences: NISE Network learning framework

NanoDays tips for engaging visitors

2015 NanoDays planning guide

NISE Network program development: A guide to creating effective learning experiences for 
public audiences

NISE Net research and evaluation
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Including content about everyday 
applications and current societal topics 
in exhibits and programs may lead 
visitors to find relevance.



ChemAttitudes Theoretical Framework – Beginning of Year 1



Data Collection

• 15 activities tested

• Iterative process

• Data collected:

• Interviews

• Observations

• Videotapes



ChemAttitudes Theoretical Framework – End of Year 1

Blue = strategies from starting framework Green = new and emerging strategies



Design Criteria for Interest in the Theoretical Framework

Outcomes

Public participants 
will have an 
increased interest in 
the field of 
chemistry.

Content should include:

•Applications / uses

Program formats should:

•Be hands-on and interactive

•Allow for observation of phenomena 

•Allow for experimenting with 

variables

•Allow for use of tools and materials

•Evoke familiar experiences

•Chemistry concepts

•Connections to everyday life

•Connections across other STEM topics



Design Criteria for Relevance in the Theoretical Framework

Outcomes

Public participants 
will have an 
increased 
understanding of the 
relevance of the field 
of chemistry to their 
lives.

Content should include:

•Applications / uses

•Connections to everyday life

•Connections across stem topics

•Societal issues

•Chemistry concepts

Program formats should:
•Evoke familiar experiences

•Allow for use of tools and materials

•Involve observation of phenomena



Design Criteria for Self-efficacy in the Theoretical Framework

Outcomes

Public participants 
will have increased 
feelings of self-
efficacy about 
chemistry (their 
ability to do 
chemistry activities 
and participate in 
conversations about 
chemistry).

Content should include:

•Chemistry concepts

Program formats should:

•Be hands-on and interactive

•Allow for use of tools and materials

•Connections to everyday life

•Be simple to do and easy to 

understand

•Evoke familiar experiences

•Involve observation of phenomena

•Involve experimenting with variables



Next steps: Activity development

• Select 8-10 activities to include in the kit, 
informed by Phase 1-2 research

• Design and fabricate 250 kits for 
distribution around the US



• Develop professional resources 
that communicate project 
goals and research findings

• Develop training tools related 
to visitor learning outcomes 
and facilitation strategies 

Next steps: Professional resources



Thank you

This presentation is based on work supported by the National 
Science Foundation under Grant No. DRL-1612482. Any 
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations 
expressed in this presentation are those of the authors and 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Foundation.


